October 18, 2006

Dear Allen Tough,

This permission grants, no fee, the non-exclusive right to use the following material published by University Press of America, which you personally authored

*The Future of Human Civilization; What Is Most Important of All?; Why Do We Act In Ways That Hurt Our Future?; What Will Our Actual Future Turn Out To Be?; How Can We Achieve a Satisfactory Future?* as they appear in *Crucial Questions about the Future* by Allen Tough.

Please use the standard citation and copyright advisory: **This material is protected by copyright. All rights reserved. Please contact the publisher for permission to copy, distribute or reprint.** The book’s title, author and publisher must appear in the advisory as in this example: *(Posting on the Web, by Dorothy Com, published by RLPG Books, appears by permission of the author and publisher).*

Please include our website: [http://www.univpress.com/](http://www.univpress.com/)

It is understood that this material will be posted online at your personal academic website.
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